This paper describes methods using Natural Language Processing approaches to extract and validate induced syntactic relations (here restricted to the Verb-Object relation). These methods use a syntactic parser and a semantic closeness measure to extract such relations. Then, their validation is based on two different techniques: A Web Validation system on one part, then a Semantic-Vectorbased approach, and finally different combinations of both techniques in order to rank induced Verb-Object relations. The Semantic Vector approach is a Roget-based method which computes a syntactic relation as a vector. Web Validation uses a search engine to determine the relevance of a syntactic relation according to its popularity. An experimental protocol is set up to judge automatically the relevance of the sorted induced relations. We finally apply our approach on a French corpus of news by using ROC Curves to evaluate the results.
Introduction
Semantic knowledge acquisition is an important issue in Natural Language Processing (NLP), since such knowledge can be used in information retrieval and/or classification tasks. Semantic knowledge deals with the existing relationships between words (seen as concept names). Some of these relationships are classically known to help building ontologies, terminological sets and classifications, etc. Several other applications, such as machine aided translation or indexing, naturally rely on semantic knowledge.
Syntactic information, i.e., knowledge about sentence and phrase structures and therefore, knowledge about structural relations between words in discourse, is quite useful to build semantic knowledge [10] . It helps dealing with compound concept names (e.g. country house) and could be used to create conceptual classes (gatherings of words). For instance, the words house, hangar, and farmhouse can be gathered in a set representing the building concept. Since they also act as concept names, they can be hierarchically organized to build conceptual hiearchies. Note that the way these words are related in sentences (i.e. syntactic relations in the texts) can help to discover semantic relations.
Actually, syntactic relations are relevant features of fields associated to sentence constituents [16] . Two kinds of syntactic relations can be used to build concepts. First, the so called original relations, directly extracted by a syntactic parser from a text [17] , [28] . Second, relations can be considered as induced syntactic relations. The latter have been introduced in the Asium system [11] . The system underlying principle consists in gathering verbs object complements considered to be close according to a quality measure. For example, in Figure 1 , if the verbs 'to consume' and 'to eat' are seen as close verbs, and if they are related to objects such as 'fuel, vegetable, meat, and fruit' in different sentences, then the latter are gathered in the same set, induced by the similarity of their syntactic position in sentences. Note that this method is not specific to verb-object relations. It also applies to verb-subject relations, and on might gather verb subjects considered close. The similarity is conveyed by verbs and delivered to their possible complements. Other approaches of the literature gather terms by using proximity measures such as cosine, Dice coefficient, or Jaccard [25, 21] . These proximity measures are based on statistical information [3, 27, 25] .
Our issue deals with the Asium system measure. The latter is the most adapted in building induced syntactic relations [2, 13] . This type of relations is introduced in the following paragraph. In addition, in a syntactic relation proximity context, the Asium measure produces results very close to usual measures like cosine, Mutual Information, or Dice coefficient, as discussed in section 2.2.
The way closeness is defined is already related to the existence of syntactic relations: In fact, consume and eat having two common objects (vegetable and meat represent the seed of the 'food' concept), retrieved by a parser as original relations, they are assumed to be 'close'. As a feedback, closeness is assumed for other possible objects for which occurrences in corpora have appeared. As a summary, let V 1 and V 2 be two verbs that are said to be close if they have at least a common object (closeness will be measured as a function of the common objects number). Let Obj V1 1 ...Obj V1 n and Obj V2 1 ...Obj V2 m be the objects of the verbs V 1 and V 2 , Obj V1 i (i ∈ [1, n]) is called a common object if ∃j ∈ [1, m] where Obj V1 i = Obj V2 j . If Obj V1 k (resp. Obj V2 k ) is not a common object then the V 2 -Obj V1 k relation (resp. V 1 -Obj V2 k ) is called an induced syntactic relation and Obj V1 k is called a complementary object. For instance, induced relations in Figure 1 are to eat fuel and to consume fruit. They represent new knowledge since they were not present in the initial corpus. However, such knowledge is not always 'acceptable': For instance, to eat fuel is an odd combination of words (from a pragmatic point of view), not likely to occur unless in weird metaphors about heavy-consuming vehicles. Induced syntactic relations have to be validated by a human expert who will assess their likelihood. A relation is said to be likely if it is accepted by the expert as a possible occurring sentence. If a relation is likely we can add the object to the seed concept (e.g. we can add fruit to the 'Food' concept).
This work aims at determining the quality of induced syntactic relations to alleviate the expert task in validating extracted knowledge (e.g. to eat fuel: Unlikely vs to consume fruit: Likely). We propose to rank induced relations by using different approaches. A first approach considers a syntactic relation as a combination of different concepts representations based on a thesaurus indexing words and their meanings with a small set of basic concepts. A second approach is deliberately Web-oriented, and uses statistical measures relying on the number of pages retrieved by a Web search engine. Both approaches are compared (with their pros and cons) and finally combined to get the best of both.
Next section describes the first validation techniques used to rank induced syntactic relations. Section 3 presents experimental results obtained by using a specific protocol. Protocol capacities and obtained results are then discussed. Conclusions are sketched in section 4.
Thesaurus and Web Based Methods Determining Induced
Relations Likelihood
Contextual Semantic Vectors (SV)
We have chosen the Semantic Vectors Approach to represent words and sentences semantics. We first consider the representation of verbs and objects with Contextual Semantic Vectors. Then we compute a relevance measure between the verb and the object vectors, to finally rank all the induced syntactic relations by likelihood.
The vector base is defined with the space in which words and sentences are represented, i.e. the 873 concepts described in the Larousse French thesaurus [15] , a French version of the Roget for English. The vector base is sort of a 'conceptual ontology', whose items index all dictionary words. Actually, more than 60,000 words are indexed with this ontology and thus represented as vectors. Each term, and ontology concepts are included, is indexed by one or many items. For example, 'to consume' is related to 'thin, nutrition, accomplishment, use, expense, and meal'. Thus, the resulting vector will be composed of active concepts as illustrated in Figure 2 . The ontology concepts (vector base) are numbered (from 1 to 873). The word vector gets a 1 value if the ontology concept contributes to its meaning, 0 otherwise. In Figure 2 , the following French concepts are positives: "Fin" (i.e. Thin), "Nutrition" (i.e. Nutrition), "Éducation" (i.e.Thin), "Accomplissement" (i.e. Accomplishment), "Usage" (i.e. Use), "Dépense" (i.e. Expense), "Repas" (i.e. Meal).
Words vectors, defined as such are 'inert vectors': All possible meanings are evoked, but only as a potential. Their active concepts are not differentiated in intensity. In corpora, words benefit from information conveyed by the sentences that use them, i.e., they are enriched by their neighbors. A contextual representation of a term enhances the original vector by modifying the components activity. Therefore, it is better to use a contextual representation of terms by relying on the sentence they come from. The SYGFRAN parser [5] can compute Semantic Vectors (SV) of sentences and produces SV for words. The parser takes into account the syntactic role of a word or a phrase, in a sentence. SYGFRAN transforms a sentence in a constituents tree by identifying governing constituents from governed ones. Weights are defined as powers of 2 beginning with 2 0 for the leaf of the most dependent constituent to 2 p , p representing the rank of the highest governing component in the parsing tree (i.e. verb and subject are highest nodes). Then, the contextual Semantic Vector representation of a term extracted from a sentence includes contextual information by weighting these active concepts. An example of a contextual Semantic Vector computation for the verb 'to consume', in a sentence where 'to consume meat' occurs, is given in Figure 3 . More details on the weight computation are given in [19] . It is obvious that the Nutrition and Meal components, semantically related to the word meat (they belong to its class) are quite enhanced when meat occurs with to consume. The purpose of this article is to determine if an induced Verb-Object relation is likely (i.e. if the association of a complementary object and a verb is semantically relevant). To do so, one has to rely on the largest contextualized representation of a verb. In other words, what are the most 'popular' concepts which are enhanced for a given verb, in the sentences where it is used? Therefore, we consider every sentence (of a given corpus) where a term appears and build all corresponding contextual Semantic Vectors. The global Contextual semantic representation of this term is defined as the centroid of all the contextual Semantic Vectors representing this term in the corpus sentences. An example of the global representation for the verb 'to consume' is given in Figure 4 (computed in the corpus used in the experiments described in next section). Using Semantic Vectors actually leads to assessing the quality of an induced syntactic relation in the context of a given corpus. For example, according to the used corpus, the active vector concepts of the verb 'to consume' in Figure 4 have a homogeneous distribution of concepts (i.e. component values are close to each other), but concepts thin and accomplishment have a slightly higher weight over other concepts which are linked to the notion of eat (i.e., nutrition, or meal). The induced relation scope has to be defined, Fig. 4 . The contextual global representation of 'to consume' in the corpus and two options were available: Either the word itself or the whole sentence that contains it. Therefore two representations of an object have been used: The Noun itself and the Noun-Phrase or sentence which acts as an Object in the dependency relation determined by the parser, as well as two representations of the verb: The Verb itself and the Verb-Phrase. This paper presents the couple which performs the best in experiments: Verb and Noun-Phrase.
Measuring Semantic Relevance by Ranking Vectors Similarity
Measuring the semantic relevance of an object to a verb in an induced syntactic relation, relies on a similarity assessment between an object vector, and the contextual global representation of the verb. The cosine measure has been the first to be used in Information Retrieval, and it is since regularly applied to determine vectors similarity. Its values rank between 0 and 1. When cosine values get close to 1, then vector angles tend to get very small. An angle between two vectors indicates their respective directions. The smaller the angle, the closer vectors are, thus emphasizing their similarity. Cosine is computed as the scalar product of both vectors divided by the norms product of both vectors. Other similarity measures can be used such as the Matching Measure [19] . Let us consider two vectors A and B. Their components values are sorted, from the most activated to the less activated (i.e. the most activated concepts are those having the most important weight, for instance concepts Nutrition and Accomplishment in Figure 4 ). Then, to have a reliable and discriminating comparison between two vectors, we considered that only the most activated concepts need to be kept. In this way, only the 873 × 1/s first vectors components are used in order to compute the proximity between vectors, with s a scalar empirically chosen, and 873 the number of concepts in the Larousse thesaurus. Respective resulting vectors are noted A tr and B tr . If these new vectors have no common components, the matching measure is 1. Otherwise, we need to compute the rank and the intensity differences.
The rank difference E i,ρ(i) is:
Where i is the rank of C t a component of A tr and ρ(i) the rank of the same component in B tr , where N b is the number of values kept.
The intensity difference I i,ρ(i) , which compares the intensity of common strong components is:
Where a i is the intensity of i rank component from A tr and b ρ(i) the intensity of the same component in B tr (its rank is ρ(i)).
Remark: Two remarks have to be made, in order to explain the rationale of these two formulas.
First both E i,ρ(i) and I i,ρ(i) are not symmetrical, thus leading to a matching measure that does not act as a distance per se (later on, for other needs, another formula, called 'concordance distance' has been defined by A. Labadié by transforming both intensity and rank differences into symmetrical elements). Second, in the rank difference, if the i rank component is leading (i.e close to 1) the value of the rank difference is emphasized whereas it is bit less important in the intensity difference. Intensity is an interesting measure only if ranks i and ρ(i) are close, and if the rank of the leading component is a small figure (good ranks).This explains why, in the first formula, i is directly divided by 2 whereas it is 1 + i in the second. When i is not leading (i.e. i much bigger than 1), then the difference between i and 1 + i tends to fade, and the bigger i is, the more 1 + i 2 gets close to 1+i 2 . It means that the measure will emphasize the differences in rank and intensity mostly on the best ranks and will neglect the lesser ones.
With both differences, the matching measure P is computed as:
As P concentrates on components intensities and ranks, the overall components direction is introduced by mixing P with the angular distance noted δ(A, B) for vectors A and B. We note ∆(A tr , B tr ) the resulting measure:
Where w is a coefficient used to give more (or less) weight to P . To compute a distance, symmetry is needed. Therefore, the matching measure D(A, B) is define by the following formula:
In order to compute the scalar combination of the validation approaches, a final computation is applied to the matching measure. Thus, the resulting score between two close Semantic Vectors will be close to 1.
The Web Validation Approach (WV)
The previous subsection showed a method that relied on important NLP resources to determine the quality of an induced relation: A thesaurus, a vector representation of words (in a lexical base of 60,000 vectors), a syntactic parser computing dependency relations, a Semantic Vector calculus procedure computing sentence vectors and, afterwards, contextualizing words vectors. Moreover, contextualized vectors are fed by sentences extracted from corpora. So the question was: Could we use NLP knowledge combined with statistical information in order to validate induced relations (i.e. constructed relations not present in texts)? Therefore, we tried to build a Web based method to measure the semantic relevance of an object to a verb in an induced syntactic relation. Semantic Relevance is here assumed to be approached by Web Popularity. This type of assumption already exists in several works that are briefly exposed hereafter.
Related Work. Web Validation has been more or less initiated by Turney [24] , in a completely different context, but which has in common with ours that it tries to fathom a 'similarity' or 'compatibility' between items. The algorithm PMI-IR (Pointwise Mutual Information and Information Retrieval), described in [24] , queries the Web via the Al-taVista search engine to determine appropriate synonyms to a given query. For a given word, noted word, PMI-IR chooses a synonym among a given list. These selected terms, noted choice i , i ∈ [1, n], correspond to the TOEFL questions. The aim is to compute the choice i synonym that gives the best score. To obtain scores, PMI-IR uses several measures based on the proportion of documents where both terms i.e, 'word' and 'choice i ', are present. Turney's formula is given below (7): It is one of the basic measures used in [24] . It is inspired from Mutual Information [6] .
nb(x) computes the number of documents containing the word x, -N EAR (used in the 'advanced research' field of AltaVista) is an operator indicating if two words are present in a 10 words wide window.
With formula (7), the proportion of documents containing both word and choice i (within a 10 words window) is calculated, and compared with the number of documents containing the word choice i . The higher this proportion is, the more word and choice i are seen as synonyms. More sophisticated formulas have also been applied: They take into account the existence of negation in the 10 words windows. For instance, the words big and small are not synonyms if, in a given window, a negation associated to one of these two words has been detected. Let us note that antonymy, the lexical function tying big to small, is not considered here.
Other papers in the literature propose to use the Web. For instance, in [7] , the authors detail a measure evaluating a similarity between words and phrases by using, among others, the Google search engine.
The approach of [14] is based on the Web to obtain frequencies of bigrams. They use Verb-Object, Noun-Noun, or Adjective-Noun patterns in order to extract the bigrams. They demonstrate the performance of Web frequencies in a pseudo-disambiguation task. Recently [4] use PMI-IR and Web frequencies in order to propose an evaluation methodology based on calculus of precision/recall. Our Approach. We propose to query the Web with a syntactic relation represented by a string (for instance the French relation 'consommer un fruit', meaning 'to consume a fruit'). The underlying assumption is the following: If this query happens to be present, and is frequent, then it is a measure of its consistency, and therefore, its likelihood.
The query outcome is given by the nb(x) function which is the number of pages provided by the search engine Yahoo by using an API 4 . In French,the language we use in our experiments, a verb and its object are usually separated by an article. So we consider five usual French articles un, une, (i.e. 'a'), le, la, l' (i.e. 'the') to compose the string representing our query. Then, nb(v, o) is the number of pages provided by the search engine for the Verb-Object syntactic relation (v,o) where v and o are respectively the Verb and the Object. The following formula presents the nb(v, o) computation:
is the value returned by the search engine Yahoo for the string 'v un o'. Then, a statistic measure is applied to compute the semantic relevance of the object o and the verb v from the list of induced Verb-Object relations (among which we have 'to consume a fruit'). Four statistical measures have been examined to assess the quality of a given verb-Object pair. The first one is the sum defined by the nb(v, o) computation. It is the most obvious one, and highlights the characters string occurrence frequency. The three others are presented next.
Mutual Information. One of the most commonly used measures to compute a sort of relationship between words composing what is called a co-occurrence of two words x and y, is Church's Mutual Information (MI) [6] . The formula is the following:
Such a measure tends to extract rare and specific co-occurrences according to [9, 23] . We suggest to apply this measure in a different context, to evaluate the quality of extracted Verb-Object relations. Let us notice that, in formula (8), the log 2 function is not mandatory, since it is strictly ascending. Thus, the order of Verb-Object relations likelihood provided by the measure is not impacted by the application of log 2 . In this framework, the P (v, o) measure is the probability of o being the object of v in the given language. For instance, in a sentence such as The congressman talks to the consul', v is to talk and o is consul (in French, "le député parle au consul") 5 . When simplified by making an empirical approximation based on maximum likelihood estimation, formula (8) could be written as follows, where nb designates the number of answers returned by the search engine:
Cubic Mutual Information. The Cubic Mutual Information is an empirical measure based on M I, that enhances the impact of frequent co-occurrences, a feature absent from the original M I [8] . This measure is defined by formula (10). Vivaldi et al. have estimated that the Cubic MI was the best behaving measure [26] in terminology extraction domain.
We also suggest to apply this measure in the evaluation of extracted Verb-Object relations quality.
Of course other formulas exist but we have preferred to focus on M I 3 , because of its good behavior. We can cite for instance the MI correction factor of [18] .
Dice's Coefficient. An interesting quality measure is Dice's coefficient [22] . It is defined by the following formula (11) .
Formula (11) leads directly to formula (12). 6
After computing the score of all Verbs and Objects of induced Verb-Object relations, the rank of all induced Verb-Object relations is obtained.
Note: The Web Validation approach was experimented on 50,000 induced Verb-Object relations (section 3). It needed 350,000 queries when using M I 3 (1 for the verb, 1 for the object and 5 for an induced Verb-Object relation: 50,000 × 7 = 350,000). Thus, the Web Validation approach is time-costly.
Combining Both Approaches
Both Contextual Semantic Vectors (SV) and Web Validation (WV) have pros and cons. SV are precise, linguistically grounded, but rely on important resources, and could be biased by the nature of the corpora at hand. On the other hand, WV is easy, available, browses a large amount of data, but could be criticized in its basic principles: Popularity is not necessarily a proof of quality, and Web pages are quite speckled with wrong sentences and poor style.
In order to take into account both types of knowledge, we searched for combinations that would give the best results. We tried two different combinations and selected the best fitting one. 6 
Combination 2: An Adaptive Combined System. With the second combination, the first step consists in ranking Verb-Object relations with SV (and cosine as similarity measure). Then, the n first Verb-Object relations (obtained with SV) are ranked with the WV. This second process (WV applied on the ranked relations with SV) enables to accurately sort these n Verb-Object relations. Thus, with this adaptive combination, SV offers a global selection using semantic resources, and WV sorts out the most popular among the most semantically accurate relations. Let us note that we also experiment the opposite cascade, first WV and then SV but this kind of approach does not appear relevant.
Experiments

Experimental Protocol
Experiments used two corpora. A corpus from Yahoo's site 7 : 8,948 news items (16.5 MB), used as a test corpus, and called corpus T . The second one, called corpus V , comes from the French newspaper Le Monde, and plays the role of the validation corpus. It contains more than 60,000 news items (123 MB). It is needed to determine whether Induced Syntactic Relations (ISR) of corpus T are likely (We use here the general term 'syntactic relation', although experiments ran and were designed for Verb-Object, assuming that other relations such as Subject-verb will behave as such, as discussed in previous sections). Corpora T and V address the same field (newspaper with journalistic writing). The goal is to automatically evaluate the Induced Syntactic Relations quality from corpus T by checking if they occur in corpus V. If an ISR of corpus T appears in corpus V, we consider it as positive, else it is negative. The different approaches presented in section 2 (Semantic Vectors, Web Validation, and the Combined Systems) are used to rank induced syntactic relations. ROC curves measure the quality of the obtained ranking. Initially ROC curves (Receiver Operating Characteristic), detailed in [12] , come from the field of signal processing. ROC curves are often used in medicine to evaluate the validity of diagnosis tests. ROC curves show in X-coordinates the rate of false positives (in our case, rate of unlikely induced syntactic relations) and in Y-coordinates the rate of true positives (rate of likely induced syntactic relations). The surface under the ROC curve (AUC -Area Under the Curve), can be seen as the effectiveness of a measurement of interest. The criterion related to the surface under the curve is equivalent to the statistical test of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (see [29] ).
In the case of the ISR ranking with SV and WV measurements, a perfect ROC curve corresponds to obtaining all likely ISR at the beginning of the list and all unlikely syntactic relations at the end of the list. This situation corresponds to AU C = 1. The diagonal corresponds to the performance of a random system, progress of the rate of true positives being accompanied by an equivalent degradation of the rate of false positives. This situation corresponds to AU C = 0.5. The Figure 5 is an instance of a ROC Curve with in [20] . We should notice that unlikely relations (a negative case in the ROC curve application) can get a false negative value. Indeed, according to this evaluation protocol, an unfound ISR in the corpus V is an irrelevant one.
Results
Evaluation of Contextual Semantic Vector and Web Validation Approaches. The goal of our experiments is to have all positive relations (i.e. those likely and present in Table 1 . AUC obtained with the Contextual Semantic Vectors approach (CSV) both corpora) at the top of the list. Results are presented with different thresholds. Table 1 presents AUC with different thresholds using the SV with the Verb and Noun Phrase pair. This threshold value is the number of induced syntactic relations we take into account to calculate the AUC. For example, for a threshold at 10, 000, we compute the AUC only on the 10, 000 first ranked relations. For all measures computed, results obtained with SV are poor, very close to a random distribution (AUC=0.5) for the first thresholds. This unsatisfactory results could be explained by the nature of the SV. Actually, Semantic Vectors are composed of 873 general concepts which are not always adapted to measure the quality of induced syntactic relations.
Even if the experiments have been conducted on journalistic documents, which deal with general topics (e.g. politics, sports, or sciences), some used terms are very specific. So the linguistic knowledge given by Semantic Vectors are not enough specialized. In our context, all available semantic resources have the same limit, they are too general. So we plan to investigate this point in order to enrich semantic resources such as Larousse French thesaurus to improve our SV approach.
However this approach performs better for important thresholds (0.60 for a threshold at 50, 000). In our experiments, we use two similarity measures: cosine and matching measure (see Section 2.1). We select matching measure that gives best results between both similarity measures (see Table 1 ). Table 2 gives better results. For the first syntactic relations (small thresholds) the AUC are unsatisfactory. The WV approach is efficient for a large amount of syntactic relations. But according to the task in which induced syntactic relations are used, good results must be obtained with small thresholds. For example, induced syntactic relations could help to build conceptual classes. This process enables to extract a limited number of syntactic relations in order to evaluate syntactic relations by an expert. Table 3 . AUC obtained with the first combined system Evaluation of the Hybrid Approaches. In order to improve the first induced syntactic relations ranking (i.e. first thresholds), we computed combinations of both precedent approaches: SV and WV. The AUC obtained by applying the combination detailed in section 2.3 are given in Table 3 . Since parameter k is variable, we tested different values of k ∈ {0.1...0.9} with an increment of 1/10. We also report the k = 0 results (WV) and k = 1 results (SV). Results are clearly better for small thresholds with a k value ∈ {2, 5}. For instance with a threshold at 5, 000, we improve the WV scores by 0.05 points with k = 4. However, these improvements are not sufficient since AUCs are still poor. The second combination presented in section 2.3 was then applied. For example, for a threshold at 10, 000, all syntactic relations are first sorted with the SV approach and then the ordered 10, 000 first syntactic relations are sorted using the WV method. This approach improves all previous obtained AUC (Table 4 ). For instance with a threshold at 5, 000, the AUC of the second combination is 0.813 vs. 0.643 for the first combination and 0.608 for the WV. Thus, the second combination seems to be the better approach to rank induced syntactic relations. Figures 6 and 7 show respectively the ROC Curves representation of the SV, the WV, and both combinations for a threshold at 5, 000 and 50, 000. With the previous results and Fig. 7 . ROC Curves for a threshold of 50,000 Table 4 . AUC obtained with the second combined system compared to others their ROC Curves, we can conclude that the WV is more adapted for high or medium thresholds (for instance in a corpus expansion task) and the second combination is more adapted with small thresholds (for instance in a conceptual classes building). Results obtained with the second combination seem to be the most promising. They are based on a first selection determined by the SV approach, which, as previously said, relies on linguistic information to ground semantic relevance of an object to a verb. However, AUC obtained with the SV is very close to a random distribution. From a sole statistical point of view, linguistic information does not introduce a noticeable change. We wanted to investigate this 'negative result' which, epistemologically, is quite problematic. We produced a random rank of the induced syntactic relations. Then we sorted the first relation with WV. We called this approach the 'random' second combination. Table 5 compares the AUCs obtained with the 'classical' second combination and the 'random' second combination. AUCs for both approaches are similar. However, the difference is in the number of positive relations (i.e. the number of induced syntactic relations found in the Validation Corpus) obtained with both approaches. The 'classical' second combination approach gets almost twice the number of relations than obtained by the 'random' one, while maintaining the same ratio of true positives over false positives. This means that the linguistic information is truly helpful since it noticeably gathers more 'good' relations. This effect tends to diminish when augmenting the threshold.
Evaluation of the Web Validation Approach. The WV approach presented in
Discussion
Quality. The results given by the ROC curves are a relevant indication measuring the quality of the presented approaches. But this evaluation criterion does not give indications about precision. The likelihood of the first induced syntactic relations is an important feature for building of conceptual classes. Actually we can considerably reduce the expert task by giving an expert the first correctly ranked induced syntactic relations. Thus we propose to compute precision of both WV and second combination approaches scores for the first 1, 000 induced syntactic relations. We define precision as the number of positive syntactic relations divided by the total number of syntactic relations. Figure 8 shows lift curves (precision as a function of the number of syntactic relations) obtained (threshold at 1, 000). The lift curve provides a global view of the precision. This figure shows the regularity of the precision, whatever the threshold, with the WV approach (scores about 0.70 and 0.75). For a threshold lower than 200, precision is quite interesting in the second combination because best syntactic relations are placed at the top of the sorted list. These results confirm our previous conclusion: WV is adapted to medium and large thresholds and second combination is adapted to small thresholds. When focusing on the first sorted induced syntactic relations with the second combination, the next step was to determine if the first syntactic relations sorted by it are the same relations found by WV. Table 6 shows an extract of the first 500 relations sorted by the second combination, and the respective rank with the WV. Results show that the first ranked induced syntactic relations with the second combination are not Web 'popular' relations. Actually, the syntactic relations found with the second combination are not frequently used in the Web (i.e. because they are not at the top of the list returned by the WV approach). Two possible explanations: Either these relations are too 'literary', and the Web mostly deals with everyday language, or they are effectively new information, and corpora may contain knowledge nuggets.
The Minimum Size of the Validation Corpus in the Experimental Protocol. Quality has been discussed in the previous paragraph. Here, the experimental protocol needs to be considered. A second corpus (named V ) is used to validate relevant induced syntactic relations. A question arises: Does the Validation Corpus size impact quality? In other words, we needed to find the required minimum size of corpus V to produce a correct AUC. A Correct AUC is defined as the AUC performed with the entire corpus V . Thus, the Validation corpus is split in n sub-sections. Then a validation of the induced syntactic relations of the Test corpus is performed with all sub-sections of the Validation corpus, by computing a cross validation. In other terms, for n = 1000, we make 1000 experiments to compute the average AUC. n = 1000 is similar to a corpus size of 50, 000/1000, that is, 50 average articles in the Validation corpus. When n = 1, then the entire Validation corpus is considered. Figure 9 presents the AU C obtained for n ∈ {1; 10, 000}. Here, only results obtained with the WV approach (for the 4 statistical measures) are presented, with a threshold of 50, 000. These experiments show the possibility to reduce the size of the Validation corpus by 4, 000. Actually, for a threshold included in n ∈ {1; 4, 000} the resulting AUC are similar, more or less 2%. After n = 5, 000 scores decrease. This is caused by the small number of covered relations (the number of syntactic relations found in the Validation corpus) which is not enough to compute a correct AUC. Fig. 9 . AUC obtained for different statistical measures depending of the size of the corpus V (50, 000/n) Table 7 presents the average of the number of covered relations according to the size of the Validation corpus (size of the corpus is the size of the original Validation corpus divided by the n parameter). With a n value lower than 4, 000, AUC is very similar to scores obtained with the original Validation corpus. Thus, in the Table 7 , we see that only 5 syntactic relations covered are required to apply our automatic evaluation protocol. The Figure 10 presents the AUC obtained with the statistical measures used in WV approach. We confirm that for n ∈ {1; 4, 000}, AUC are similar, and for n score upper than 4, 000 AUC is decreased. We also show in this table that whatever the n value, the rank defined by the statistical measure is respected.
Conclusion
We present in this paper different approaches in order to reduce the human involvement in producing and validating new knowledge, either to build conceptual classes (domain ontologies, terminology networks) or to produce indexes, and discover knowledge in texts. We focus on the automatic validation of syntactic relations called induced relations, which are new combinations of text segments. These induced relations are not originally present in a corpus. An induced relation is built by assigning the object of a verb, and both object and verb are extracted from a corpus, to another verb, which is determined as semantically close. This assignment is seen as an assumption, and the likelihood of such a combination is questioned. Since several of these relations might appear as unlikely for many possible reasons, this paper describes different computational approaches to rank them. The first considered approach is the Contextual Semantic Vectors (SV) approach. It claims Table 7 . Number of syntactic relations found according to the size of corpus V (50, 000/n) to rely on linguistic information (lexical semantics, syntactic dependency determination in sentences, sentence semantics seen as a function of word semantics modified by syntactic roles). It represents words, and more generally, terms, as combinations of concepts defined in Roget-like thesaurus. It proposes to compute the semantics of any portion of texts with vector operations, and provides a contextual word vector, representing the word 'semantics' when the latter is waded in a given corpus acting as its context. The semantic closeness between a verb and a possible object (in an induced relation) is calculated with measures such as cosine.
The second approach is a WV approach which consists in querying the Web with induced syntactic relations. Statistical measures such as Sum, the Mutual Information, the Cubic Mutual Information, and the Dice's Coefficient are used to sort results given by a search engine (Yahoo API). Both approaches rely on different claims: SV try to stick to linguistic consistency, WV relies on popularity, and frequency in a large amount of produced discourse as a clue for validity. Each one has its weaknesses and strengths. Therefore, we tried to combine both approaches within two possible procedures: One adding both results with a parameter affecting each method, and the other, using the first (SV) as a prime filter, and the second (WV) as a ranking function on a filtered list from which linguistically aberrant associations have been rejected.
To evaluate such methods, we chose to define an automatic protocol by opposition to a human evaluation. Actually the important number of induced syntactic relations results in too many potential tests to be manually performed. The proposed protocol considers an induced syntactic relation as likely if this relation exists in another corpus of the same field. We show in section 3.3 that a small corpus of an average of only five syntactic relations found can be used. A ROC Curves-based score, with the AUC, is computed to evaluate the different ranking methods quality. Various thresholds have been experimented in order to propose our validation procedure for different tasks. Actually for the ontology acquisition improvement task by using new knowledge (i.e. the induced syntactic relations), only a quality ranking of the first relations is required.
With small thresholds (i.e. a small number of induced syntactic relations) the second combined approach is the most accurate one. Otherwise, the best AUC are obtained with the WV method with the M I 3 and Sum statistical measures. One of the biases introduced by our interpretation of the ROC setting within this frame is that it defines likelihood as positively assessed by the relation appearance in a corpus chosen as a reference (the V corpus). A likely relation might not appear in another corpus, if this corpus is randomly chosen. We tried to study the impact of a decreasing size, but not of an increasing one, and not with another corpus. The underlying idea according to which any randomly chosen corpus might act as a reference corpus tends to transform some possibly linguistically grounded relations into unlikely ones, which restricts the scope of discovered knowledge. This type of measure anyway favors large data sets, and therefore is biased in favor of WV, which shares with it the same rationale.
We consider evaluating the quality of this experimental protocol by comparing the human evaluation of induced syntactic relations quality results with the protocol results, as a future work. One of the possible future directions would be to let humans focus on those relations suggested by the combined approach (SV + WV in second combination) but rejected by the ROC AUC.
As an improving process, we might also use the methods presented in this paper to enhance the ExpLSA approach [1] . ExpLSA enables context expansion to improve document classification tasks. This approach consists in making expansion by using syntactic Verb-Object relations extracted from a corpus. The goal should be to use induced relations in expansion process.
University of Montpellier 2 in 1992. He developed the Sygmart system used for the french syntaxico-semantic analyzer Sygfran. He published many papers about this in numerous international conferences of which Coling. 
